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Study goals

1. Evaluate monitoring instruments for a sustainable
forest bioeconomy

2. Review indicators as tools to report on sustainable
development

3. Explore pathways for further development of
forest bioeconomy indicators
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Forest bioeconomy – a value chain approach
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… in a demanding policy environment
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Sustainable development is a necessary 
condition 

for a forest-based bioeconomy…
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…but how to measure, monitor, and assess 
forest bioeconomy development? 
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A rich competence and expertise in the sector



Forest indicators – an advanced framework

• Reference framework for dialogue and communication

• Tool for monitoring and reporting on progress towards 
sustainable forest management (SFM) and improve quality 
and comparability of forest information

• Reference framework for development and adaptation of 
national policy instruments

• Assessment tool for measuring progress towards SFM and 
identifying emerging issues

• Information tool for creating links to other sectors and 
global initiatives (e.g. SDGs)
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... but room for further development
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• Narrow focus so far – resource side mainly

• Sectoral tool with limited outreach

• Limited harmonization with other statistical and 
information instruments

• Unused potentials in communication, assessment, 
and conception (e.g. ecosystem services)



New opportunities for indicator use in a bioeconomy

• Address opportunities and challenges voiced by EU 
Bioeconomy Strategy

• Define inter-sectoral tools that seek compliance with 
other sectors and initiatives

• Strengthen assessment features to estimate 
sustainability impacts of moving towards a bioeconomy
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EFI study

• Analysed 203 indicators from different sources

• Conceptualised connection of indicators to a 
bioeconomy

• Identified indicator and data availability gaps

• Explored 3 pathways for future bioeconomy 
indicator use
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Option 1: Complement existing indicators towards forest 
bioeconomy
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Blue coloured 
indicators 
complement existing



Option 2: Subsets of bioeconomy indicators
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Option 3: bioeconomy key indicators
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All three options are exploratory at this stage, 
and not mutually exclusive



Towards European bioeconomy monitoring: 
a synthesis

• Reach beyond  forest sector boundaries

• Harmonise data acquisition and assessment

• Build a flexible tool for future challenges

• Link to the political arena

• Create a platform for joining forces
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Policy implications

1) Indicators need to capture synergies and trade-offs
between different societal demands for forest resources, and to 
other sectors

2) A harmonized use of monitoring and statistics helps reflect 
changes in increasingly diversified forest-based sector 

3) The experience and lessons learned from forest indicator 
development should be capitalized

4) A cross-sectoral forum could strengthen political dimensions 
of bioeconomy indicators
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Policy implications

5) Bioeconomy indicators should be adaptive to national 
strategies and give support to implementation on national 
level

6) Indicators have a huge potential to communicate 
bioeconomy and provide information to a broader public

7) A common platform for EU and national data providers could 
improve efficiency and consensus on bioeconomy monitoring
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Thank you for your attention!

Dr. Bernhard Wolfslehner
European Forest Institute
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